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0 erv iew:
Collections of hwntni DNA fiagmenB are maintairwdfor research purposes as clones in bacterial
host celk However for wknown reasons, some regions of the human gerwme appear lobe
U.nclonableor unstable habacteria Our team hASdeveloped a symem using episomes
(extrachromosoma~ auttmomou.dy replication DNA) that maintains large DNA fragments in human
cells. This human artiicitd episonud chromosomal (E4..EC) system may prove use$d for coverage
of these especially difiult regions. In the broader biomedical community, the M.EC system also
shows promise for use injltnctional genomics and gene zherapy. Recent improvements to the
HA.EC system and its application to mapping, sequencing, andfh.nationally studying human and
mouse DNA are summarized below.

Mapping and sequencing the human genorne and rnodel organisms are only the first steps in
determining the fimction of various genetic units critical for gene regulation, DNA replication,
ehrornatin packaging, chromosorrd stability, and chromatid segregation. Such studies will require
the abiIity to transfer and manipulate entire functional units into mammalian cells.

1. Human Art iflcid EDiSOrnaI Chr~oso mm (HAECk~ #
The development of extrachmmosomal large-capacity cloning veetors for marntmdian cells
represems a powerful tool for funcrionzd genomic study. Our laboratory has developed the HAEC
system to establish large I)NA fragments as episomes in human cells, using the Iatent replication
elemt?nrsfrom the human herpes EpsMn-Barr virus (EBV). A llrst-generaticm episomal vector
based on the latent origin of replication oriP and its transactivator EBNA-1 from E13Vwas used to
establish and maintain Upto 350 kb of circular DNA in human cells. Such a system allowed the
generation of a random clone library covering 10% to 20% of the human geriome as
extrachromosomal self-replication episomes in human ceils.

2. Infectious ~E~4-6
Cument methods of transferring DNA into mammalian cells are particularly laborious and
ineffective. To improve delivery of large genomic inserrs into human cells, our team developed a
second-generation HAEC system based on engineering EBV. Such a mini-EBV vector carries the
minimal cis elements for replication and packaging rhe cloned DNA into infectious virus particles,
In combkation with a helper cell line, it was shown that up to 180 kb of non-EBV DNA can be
packaged and delivered into target human cells as self-replicating HAECS. Functional gene delivery
by this rnirii-EBV HAEC system was demonstrated by introducing speeific human genes coding for
the hypoxanthine guanine phosphorybosl cransfwase and Rmconi’s anemia (FA) group C in
lymphobktstoid cells from people suffering from Leash-Nyhan and FA, respectively, In vitro
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cmrectiort of these defects supported the potential therapeutic usefulness of such a virwbased
H.AEC delivery system. By analogy to the bacteriophage lambda cosmid packaging system the
mini-EBV/HAEC technology represents an alternate to current DNA transection techniques for
studying and manipulating (within human cells) Iarge human and rnodd-organism chromosomal
sections as nonintegrated and easily recoverable DNA clones.

3. BAC-HAEC and WC P*7-8
The stable shuttling of any large human insert previously cloned in bacteria or yeast would be
beneficial to future functional genomic analysis and interpretation of sequencing dam To establish
specillc clones isolated from current YAC snd BAC-PAC large-insert libraries in human cells, the
HAEC technology was upgraded recently by engineering the third-generation hybfid BAC-HAEC
and retrofitting “POP-IN” vectors, respectively, The POP-IN HAEC system converts any bacterial-
based PI, BAC, or PAC into a WC by cre-loxl? recombination, while the hybrid 13ACHAEC
system is based is based on subcloning large YAC!insefi into the BAC-HAEC vector. Such
vectors can shuttle DNA inserts of up to 260 kb from bacteria or yeast into human cells using
bacteria as an intemn@ate host. In addition, the extrachromosomal HAEC DNA isolated from
human cells can be easily transferred back into bacteria for fhther analysis. The usefulness of these
systems was il.hstmted by successiidly shuttling expressed human housekeeping and tissue-specific
genes as 100-to 200-kb genomic HAECS into human cells. Current efforts are focused on
upgrading these respective technologies for high-throughput functional assaying in human cells of
large human chromosornal regions.

~omal Chromosomes (MAECs&10
The developmentof a technologyanalogousto the WC system for mouse cells, which are widely
used as a surrogate system for studying human diseases, would enable additional levels of
manipulation and analysis of the human genome, Mouse cells, however, have proven
nonperrnissive to the oril? EBNA-1 system Through a strategy based on the transfer of HAECS as
rninichromosomes using microcell fision, circular molecules caxrying 100 to 200 kb of human
DNA were stably shuttled into the mouse cells at low copy number. The establishment of a first-
generation mouse mtiflcial episomal chromosomes (hLAEC) system will facilitate future functiord
and evolutionary studies of the human genome in a murine genetics background, Current efforts
focus on generating MAEC-based transgenic mice for futuredevelopmental, genetic, and
therapeutic studies.
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